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Abstract:

Growth of tungsten nano-tendrils (“fuzz”) has been observed for the first time in the divertor region of a high-power density tokamak experiment. After 14 consecutive helium L-mode discharges in Alcator C-Mod, the tip of a tungsten Langmuir probe at the outer strike point was fully covered with a layer of nano-tendrils. The depth of the W fuzz layer (600 ± 150 nm) is consistent with an empirical growth formula from the PISCES experiment. Re-creating the C-Mod exposures as closely as possible in Pilot-PSI experiment can produce nearly-identical nano-tendril morphology and layer thickness at surface temperatures that agree with uncertainties with the C-Mod W probe temperature data. Helium concentrations in W fuzz layers are measured at 1-4 at.%, which is lower than expected for the observed sub-surface voids to be filled with several GPa of helium pressure. This possibly indicates that the void formation is not pressure driven.
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1. Introduction

The growth of tungsten (W) nano-tendrils (or “fuzz”) has been well documented in a wide range of linear plasma devices [1-3]. The growth conditions used for W fuzz in these devices are elevated surface temperatures ($T_s = 1000$-$2000$ K) of a bare tungsten substrate while implanting with helium ions at sufficient incident energies ($E_{\text{He}^+} > 20$ eV). In future devices, there will be sections of the divertor that reach surface temperatures >$1000$ K and He ions will always be present in D-T burning devices, thus the growth of W fuzz in future devices is a possibility. The impact of W fuzz on plasma-surface interactions and tokamak operations is still largely unknown but is expected to be significant given that fuzz layers have been grown to large depths (>5 μm)[1] and therefore dramatically alter the plasma-surface interaction region. A major concern is that the growth of W fuzz will result in a large increase in the production of W dust via the mechanical failure of the individual nano-tendrils and, in turn, perhaps compromising the viability of a W divertor. Recent experiments on Alcator C-Mod have shown for the first time that W fuzz can be grown in a tokamak environment [4], which strengthens the argument for the existence of these structures in ITER and future fusion reactors.

Given that it has been shown to be possible to grow W fuzz in a tokamak [4], the next step is to try to gain some understanding and perspective about how these structures are forming in the tokamak. The aim of this paper is to compare the results of the W fuzz growth experiment in Alcator C-Mod to W fuzz grown in linear plasma devices with more well-known and controlled conditions and over a much broader parameter space. This comparison yields insights into the similarities and differences in nano-tendril characteristics and growth rates from fuzzy surfaces grown in a tokamak environment versus linear plasma device environment. This will help guide future work and improve extrapolations from the data set obtained on linear plasma devices towards nano-tendril growth and development in ITER and future fusion devices.

2. Experimental

2.1 Alcator C-Mod exposures
This experiment was performed in the compact, high field Alcator C-Mod tokamak (R=0.67 m, a=0.22 m, B<8 T)[5]. Alcator C-Mod has high-Z refractory metals (molybdenum and tungsten) as plasma-facing surfaces in the divertor and first-wall. The goal of the experiment is to achieve the required nano-tendril growth conditions (Ts = 1000-2000 K, EHe+ > 20 eV) in the Alcator C-Mod lower divertor. The specific area of interest is a section of the Alcator C-Mod divertor that is intentionally ramped ~2° into the toroidal magnetic field lines allowing them to intercept more of the parallel heat flux, thus resulting in higher surface temperatures and stronger signals for heat flux experiments. In this section of the divertor there is a tungsten Langmuir probe that is ramped ~11° into the toroidal field. These Langmuir probes were in C-Mod for months of plasma operation before the fuzz experiment, incurring 100’s of seconds of plasma exposure, thus the surfaces were likely re-crystallized at the time of this experiment. The strike-point was run right on top of this W Langmuir probe and it was on this probe tip that the nano-tendrils were successfully grown. The W Langmuir probe is 3mm in diameter, 60 mm in total length, and is made from 99.95 at% polycrystalline W purchased from Ed Fagan Inc. The W Langmuir probe was actively scanning from -150 V to + 50 V in a triangle wave at 100 Hz during the plasma exposures. The operating conditions were an L-mode discharge with 0.9 MA of plasma current and 3.25 MW of ICRF power and a line-averaged electron density of 1.4 x 10^{20} m^{-3}. At the W Langmuir probe, T_e was measured to be ~25 eV. This resulted in a surface heat flux of 30-35 MW/m^2 on the W Langmuir probe and peak surface temperatures of ~2200 K (see Fig. 1), as measured with both IR camera measurements and sheath heat flux calculations using the Langmuir probe measurements for local plasma conditions. Incident He^+ ion energies ranged from 50 to 250 eV depending on the probe bias. The experiment consisted of 14 repeated discharges at these conditions which accrued ~15 s of plasma exposure time at the appropriate conditions for fuzz growth. More details on the experimental procedure can be found in [4].

2.2 Pilot-PSI exposures

Pilot-PSI is a high-density (n_e=0.1-10x10^{20}m^{-3}), high-flux (>10^{23} m^{-2}s^{-1}) linear plasma generator [6] that operates in an axial magnetic field (0.4-1.6T). While intense, the plasma column generated is also quite narrow with a typical ion flux full-width-half-maximum of ~10
Pilot-PSI can be operated in short pulses allowing it to closely re-create many of the conditions experienced by the W Langmuir probe in Alcator C-Mod, namely high density and recycling, high plasma flux, short pulses with transient surface temperatures. The tungsten target exposed was 99.95 at.% polycrystalline tungsten disk with a diameter of 25 mm and thickness of 1 mm. The W target was polished but unannealed before exposure in Pilot-PSI. The exposure consisted of 14 consecutive discharges, each 1.5 s in duration. Since surface temperature is such a critical parameter for fuzz growth, the plasma conditions were selected to best reproduce the surface temperature magnitude and evolution of the W probe in Alcator C-Mod. The central flux in the plasma column was \(1.5 \pm 0.5 \times 10^{24}\) He\(^+\)/m\(^2\)s at a target bias of -40 V (E\(_{\text{He}^+} = 40\) eV) and a magnetic field of 0.8 T. This resulted in a central maximum surface temperature of 2700 ± 200 K. The maximum surface temperature as a function of plasma column radius can be seen in Fig. 2a. The surface temperature time evolution of the C-Mod W probe is similar to that of the Pilot-PSI exposure conditions although surface temperatures in Pilot-PSI exceeded those obtained in C-Mod (see Fig. 2b). A fast infrared camera (FLIR SC7500MB) is used to measure the 2D surface temperature profile at a framerate of 100Hz.

### 2.3 Heavy ion elastic recoil detection

The 1.7 MV tandem ion accelerator of the Cambridge Laboratory for Accelerator Study of Surfaces (CLASS) is used to accelerate to perform elastic recoil detection (ERD) of He atoms contained in the W fuzz layers. The beam species selected was oxygen-16 (O) ions. The experimental geometry follows the common forward recoil geometry of ERD with an angle of incidence of 75 degrees from the normal to the surface of the samples and a scattering angle of 30 degrees. For most of the work presented in this paper a 4 MeV \(^{16}\)O\(^{3+}\) beam was used with a 3.2 µm aluminium stopping foil in front of the detector to filter out the scattered oxygen ions. SIMNRA [7] is a program that simulates ion beam analysis spectra. By re-
creating the energy spectrum of the forward-scattered He atoms from our ERD measurements in SIMNRA, we determine the He concentration in the W fuzz layer.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Alcator C-Mod Exposures

The Alcator C-Mod exposures were performed on the final day of an Alcator C-Mod run campaign. This helped ensure that the surfaces were not further modified by additional experiments before they were removed and examined. Upon the removal of the ramped tile section from Alcator C-Mod, visual inspection revealed that the W Langmuir probe at the outer strike point was optically black (figure 3a), which often indicates the growth of nano-tendrils on the surface. Inspection of the same W probe tip with a JEOL-6320FV SEM shows fully developed nano-tendrils with almost complete coverage of the surface (figure 3b). A higher magnification image shows the individual W nano-tendrils are typically 100 ± 10 nm in diameter (figure 3c).

There is no evidence of the nano-tendrils melting or damage in the SEM images, demonstrating that despite what is assumed to be a strongly reduced thermal conductivity through the fuzz layer [8], these nano-tendrils can survive and even grow in steady thermal heat fluxes of up to ~40 MW/m². During the 14-discharge sequence there were three full current (900 kA) disruptions, including on the final shot of the discharge sequence, which had no obvious effect on the fuzz. However, we do not have measurements of the heat flux received by the W probe during these disruptions. There is also no evidence of the uni-polar arcing that was seen on nano-tendril surfaces exposed in the LHD stellerator [9] and in NAGDIS-II [10].

3.2 Comparison of Alcator C-Mod results to PISCES and Pilot-PSI

A systematic study of W fuzz layers grown in PISCES linear plasma device has resulted in an empirical growth formula [1]. Using this t^{1/2}-dependent growth rate formula from
Baldwin et al [1] we can calculate the predicted W fuzz layer depth expected from the Alcator C-Mod exposure. However, since the W Langmuir probe is being actively biased and the outer strike point in Alcator C-Mod is a region of net erosion, there is a finite amount of sputtering expected on the surface of the W Langmuir probe. The W Langmuir probe was scanning with a bias voltage from -150 V to +50 V (with respect to the grounded walls) during the exposures. Therefore the potential drop from the plasma to the W Langmuir probe is $3T_e - V_{bias}$. In determining the energy of incident He ions the inherent energy of the ion ($T_i= T_e$) must be also accounted for, therefore, for a typical divertor $T_e$ of ~25 the He$^+$ ion energy will be between 50-250 eV on the W Langmuir probe. With the ion energy and ion flux (directly from the W Langmuir probe data) well known as a function of time, the gross sputtering of the W probe can be calculated using the formula from Eckstein [11]. For sputtering calculations a 90:10 distribution between He$^+$ and He$^{++}$ ions and a 1 at.% population of B$^{3+}$ in the plasma is assumed.

Using the empirical growth formula from Baldwin et al. [1] and the Eckstein formula for gross sputtering of W we can calculate the progression of the predicted W fuzz layer depth and amount of gross sputtering of bulk W as a function of time through the C-Mod discharge sequence (see Fig. 4). We find that after the full 14 discharges, the Baldwin growth formula predicts a fuzz layer depth of 515 nm and the Eckstein sputtering formula predicts gross sputtering of 35 nm bulk W. However, in plasma conditions in the C-Mod divertor we expect prompt redeposition of sputtered atoms, meaning the net W erosion will be much less than the calculated gross sputtering rate and thus we don’t expect sputtering to be playing a significantly inhibiting role in the fuzz growth during the Alcator C-Mod exposures.

To compare this prediction to the W fuzz layer grown in Alcator C-Mod, the W probe fuzz layer depth was directly measured by focused ion beam cross-section and SEM inspection to be 600 ± 150 nm. This layer depth is in-line with the calculations from the
Baldwin formula and proof that a significant layer of W fuzz can grow over a short time-scale. It must be mentioned that the Baldwin formula is based on data only at surface temperatures of 1120 K and 1320 K. Some work has shown this formula to overestimate growth rates for $T_{\text{surf}} > 1400$ K [3,12]. It has been suggested that a factor dependent on He ion energy might be missing from the formula [12] and that re-crystallization effects might be competing with the surface changes at higher temperatures [3]. Despite concerns about the formula raised in the literature, the comparison with the Alcator C-Mod results, which were also performed at $T_{\text{surf}} > 1400$ K, and the Baldwin formula resulted in good agreement. It is also worth noting that the data for the Baldwin formula [1] as well as from [3] and [12] were taken at steady-state surface temperatures over one continuous plasma exposure while the C-Mod exposures had transient surface temperatures and were the integration of 14 short discharges.

To better understand the role of transient surface temperatures and multiple short pulses (as opposed to a single continuous discharge), the Alcator C-Mod exposure conditions were re-created as closely as possible in the linear plasma device, Pilot-PSI. After a sequence of 14 x 1.5 s discharges with slightly higher central surface temperatures but similar temperature evolutions as was calculated for the W probe in Alcator C-Mod (see Fig. 2b), there was obvious surface modification of the Pilot-PSI W target. Since the maximum surface temperature is dependent on radial position for Pilot-PSI exposures (see Fig. 2a), SEM investigation of different radial positions yields a temperature dependence of the surface morphologies and sub-surface structures with focussed ion beam cross-sectioning. In all radial positions the expected ion flux is well in excess of $10^{22}$ He/m$^2$s, which has been shown to be the low-end threshold for optimized fuzz growth [13]. The SEM investigation of different radial positions on the Pilot-PSI W target shows a strong dependence of the characteristic diameter of individual nano-tendrils with tendril diameter increasing strongly with increasing
surface temperature. Similarly, the diameter of the largest sub-surface voids also increases with a very similar dependence to surface temperature (see Fig. 5). A temperature dependence on the surface morphology has also been observed by other experiments [14]. The very similar surface temperature dependence between the nano-tendril thicknesses and the void diameters seems to indicate a strong relationship or inter-dependence between the nano-tendrils and the sub-surface voids.

The Pilot-PSI W target was successfully able to grow a wide range of W fuzz surface morphologies with transient surface temperatures and short pulses similar to the conditions in C-Mod. The closest match to the Alcator C-Mod W fuzz morphology (e.g. nano-tendril thickness of ~100 nm, maximum void diameter ~30 nm, W fuzz layer thickness ~600 nm) is found on the Pilot-PSI W target at a location ~5 mm radially off-center, which has a maximum surface temperature of 1850 ± 200 K (see Fig. 6). This is in agreement, within uncertainties, with the maximum surface temperature of the C-Mod W probe of 2200 ± 300 K. This strongly indicates that if the plasma and surface conditions are equivalent (e.g. plasma flux, plasma time/fluence, erosion/deposition rates, and surface temperature and evolution), then the W fuzz growth and development will be nearly identical regardless of most other differences between a linear plasma device environment and a tokamak environment.

From these two experiments there are some clear differences when compared with those with longer exposure times and steady-state surface temperatures (e.g. [1-3]). The main difference is in the comparison of the surface morphologies for the maximum surface temperatures in the transient experiments (Alcator C-Mod and Pilot-PSI) and the equivalent steady-state surface temperatures from other experiments. Through experiments with steady-state surface temperatures it has been well documented that W nano-tendrils begin to form at ~1000 K, and as surface temperature increases, the nano-tendrils’ diameter increases until at ~2000 K the individual nano-tendrils become indistinct and the surface is populated with
large pores [10]. For the transient surface temperature exposures on Pilot-PSI, a similar transition from fine to coarse nano-tendrils is seen as the maximum surface temperature rises, finally transitioning to large surface pores at the highest surface temperatures, but the thresholds are different. For example, even when a maximum surface temperature of \( \sim 1200 \) K is achieved in Pilot-PSI, there is no distinct nano-tendril formation, and at temperatures of \( \sim 2200 \) K, the morphology is coarse but still distinctly visible. Since the surface temperatures are transient, the W targets are only in the range of these maximum temperatures for a small fraction of the total exposure time. Thus, it is likely, with transient surface temperatures, that the surface morphology is determined by a gradual evolution throughout each temperature cycle rather than simply corresponding to the maximum obtained surface temperature. This indicates that changes in the surface morphology characteristics are not occurring on short time scales (<0.1 s).

3.3 He concentrations in W fuzz layers

Given the correlation of the nano-tendril thickness with void diameter, the formation of these sub-surface voids is likely playing an important role in the growth of these nano-tendrils. Thus it is important to further investigate the possible mechanisms of the He void formation.

One possible mechanism for the formation of these voids is the accumulation of He inside a seed site (e.g. a lattice vacancy) until such high pressures are obtained that loop punching can occur [15]. This is a pressure driven mechanism and typical pressures required for loop-punching are in the 5 GPa range for most metals [16]. Even after the He implantation has ceased, the equilibrium He pressure is expected to be very high. If we assume temperature of 1350 K as an example where we know nano-tendrils grow well, then we can estimate the equilibrium He pressure in the 10 nm diameter bubbles (see Fig. 5) at \( \sim 1 \) GPa using the same method as was used in [12]. From a simple ideal gas law calculation, we can estimate the
density of the He in that void to be $\sim 5.4 \times 10^{28}$ He/m$^3$, or $\sim 85\%$ of the number density of the surrounding tungsten. Given that the porosity (e.g. bubble/void density in the solid tendrils or bulk) of the tungsten filled with these He voids has been measured between 20-50% porous [17,18], we would then expect the He concentrations in these layers to be in the range of 17-43 at.\%.

Using heavy-ion elastic recoil detection we can measure the He concentrations in these nano-tendril layers directly. This has been performed over a wide variety of W targets exposed in Pilot-PSI and PISCES. The Pilot-PSI W target from the C-Mod re-creation exposures was measured as well as other targets exposed in Pilot-PSI to similar plasmas but with one steady-state discharge ranging from 10-60 s. The PISCES targets were also a steady-state discharge but for much longer exposure times (300-3000 s). Regardless of surface temperature, ion flux density or fluence, or the presence of nano-tendrils, the He concentration for all targets is measured in the range of 1-4 at.\% (see Fig. 7). This is well below the expected He concentration if the voids were filled to equilibrium pressure with He gas. It is also possible that the void fraction in the tendrils and bulk was significantly lower than in the W in [17] and [18]. However, we can think of no reason this might be the case given the consistent morphology of fuzz grown in Pilot-PSI when compared to other devices. Also the SEM images of the cross-section (Fig. 6d for example) do show significant void fraction even when not including smaller voids (<5 nm) that are only visible with TEM. These high void densities can also lead to interconnected void structures as the voids expand. This can create pores out to the surface and thus release the contained He, which is another possible explanation of the low He concentrations measured in this work. Unfortunately, before we could measure the He concentration of the Alcator C-Mod W probe, the surface became compromised by a contaminant. In an attempt to remove the contaminant via plasma exposure in a helicon plasma source, the W probe surface was damaged by arcing within the
helicon plasma. The He content of the surface was measured with the contaminant and after
the arcing damage as 0.20±0.05 at.% for both measurements. Unfortunately, there are no
measurements of the true He concentration of the nano-tendrils grown in Alcator C-Mod.

Still, it is important to realize that while the He concentration found in the fuzz layer is
well in excess of the natural solubility of He in W, it is still well below what would be
expected if the voids were filled with ~1 GPa of He gas and the void fraction is similar to
what has been measured in other W fuzz targets. We also see that while the void volumes are
increasing with surface temperature (see Fig. 5), the total He concentration in the W is not.
Since these measurements are only post-mortem it does not conclusively rule out the pressure
driven void formation. It would seem that some of the He would need to be released from the
W targets after the plasma exposure for the pressure-driven void formation to be consistent
with these measurements. He does outgas from W at temperatures >1000 K [17] so there
could be some outgassing as the targets cool back down to <1000 K, but for Pilot-PSI targets,
which are actively water cooled, the temperature is reduced to <1000 K very quickly. A
measurement of the He concentration of these layers as they are dynamically forming would
help resolve many of these uncertainties.

4. Summary

The defining result of this work is that W fuzz can be grown on surfaces in a tokamak
divertor. These structures not only survive under the intense heat flux of up to ~40 MW/m²
and transient conditions of the Alcator C-Mod lower divertor, but grow in these conditions.
The layer thickness of this W fuzz layer is compared to predictions made with the empirical
formula from Baldwin et al [1] and found to be in good agreement despite the high surface
temperatures of the Alcator C-Mod W probe. To investigate W fuzz growth at higher
temperatures with short plasma pulses and dynamic surface temperatures the Alcator C-Mod
experiment was re-created in Pilot-PSI. W fuzz, nearly identical in terms of surface
morphology and layer thickness to that found on the C-Mod W probe, was found on the W target exposed in Pilot-PSI, at surface temperatures of 1850 ± 200 K, which is in agreement within uncertainties with the 2200 ± 300 K the C-Mod W probe achieved. This agreement indicates that W nano-tendril formation and morphology is nearly identical in a linear plasma device environment and a tokamak environment. This has significant impact in justifying the use of data, modelling and simulations based on linear plasma device experiments for making predictions towards W nano-tendril growth and morphology in future fusion devices. Finally, He concentrations in the W fuzz layer were measured to be 1-4 at.% in a wide range of exposure conditions in Pilot-PSI and PISCES. This He concentration is well below what one would expect if all observable sub-surface voids were filled to equilibrium He pressure and void fraction is similar to that measured on other W fuzz targets. This creates some uncertainty as to the validity of the pressure-driven loop-punching model for the formation and growth of these sub-surface voids.
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Figure captions:

Figure 1: a) Surface heat flux and b) surface temperature for the W probe during a plasma discharge. The solid lines represent the shot with the median heat flux/temperature for the 14-shot sequence. The dashed lines represent the shots with the maximum and minimum heat flux/temperature for the 14-shot sequence.

Figure 2: a) the maximum surface temperature of the W target exposed in Pilot-PSI as a function of radial position with respect to the center of the plasma column, and b) a comparison of the time evolution of the surface temperatures for the center of the Pilot-PSI W target and the Alcator C-Mod W probe.

Figure 3: a) The ramped Mo tiles and W probe upon removal from Alcator C-Mod, b) SEM image of the W probe surface showing nano-tendrils on the surface, and c) high magnification SEM image.

Figure 4: The time evolution of the calculated depth of the W fuzz layer according to the empirical formula by Baldwin et al [1] for the Alcator C-Mod 14-discharge sequence and the calculated gross sputtering of bulk W over the same discharge sequence. The measured W fuzz layer thickness from focussed ion beam cross-sectioning is also plotted.

Figure 5: The characteristic W nano-tendril thickness and maximum sub-surface void diameter as a function of maximum surface temperature for the Pilot-PSI W target.

Figure 6: a) Surface nano-tendrils with characteristic thickness of ~100 nm from the Alcator C-Mod W probe, b) surface nano-tendrils with characteristic thickness of ~100 nm from the Pilot-PSI W target, c) cross-section of the W fuzz from the Alcator C-Mod W probe shown in a), and d) cross-section of the W fuzz from the Pilot-PSI W target shown in b).

Figure 7: Helium concentration in the surface morphology layer for various targets exposed in Pilot-PSI and PISCES-A as a function of surface temperature.
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(a) Graph showing the maximum surface temperature (K) vs. radial position (mm).

(b) Graph showing the surface temperature (K) vs. time (s) for different scenarios.
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